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Manatee in Crisis
Populations have quadrupled. Habitat has not.
By David and Mary Gayle Sartwell

T

he manatee population in Florida is
in serious trouble. It is a victim of a
recovery program that has succeeded beyond all expectations. The recent
explosion in numbers is poised to overwhelm the resources available to support
these magnificent animals.
There is general agreement that there
are between 7,000 to 8,000 manatees in
Florida. Those in charge of the management of these animals understand that
the current environment cannot support
many more. Everyone also acknowledges it is only because of the warm-water
discharges from power plants protecting them in the winter that there has not
been a biological day of reckoning. What
is more discouraging, at a recent forum on
the status of the manatee in Florida it became obvious that nobody seems to know
what to do next.
“The number of manatees that the natural environment can support will be
greatly influenced by what we are willing to do to protect their habitat,” said Dr.
Katie Tripp, Save the Manatees Club’s Director of Science and Conservation. “However, even if we open up new springs and
place further protections on existing ar-
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eas, we are heading for a day of reckoning where the resources available are
outstripped by the need. We all need to
suck it up and play nice and come to some
short-term and long-term solutions. If we
screw this up and lose two thousand manatees, the public relations impact will be
devastating.”
When asked what is the optimal number of manatees that the habitat in Florida can support, Dr. Tripp responded, “That
is a very good question. For us to develop
an effective recovery plan, we need to estimate that figure and to my knowledge
no one has. It is important that we have
enough to keep the species viable but not
so many that they start to negatively impact other species.”
The recovery model worked well in the
beginning as there was plenty of space for
the increasing numbers in existing fresh
water spring areas. Unfortunately, as these
spots filled to capacity the increasing
number of manatees have not dispersed
to new locations. They are just stacking
up in existing spots and are reaching their
maximum sustainable populations. As a
result, they are starting to overgraze key
seagrass beds that sustain all manner of
life forms, not just the manatee.
While the seagrass recovery program

Manatee is captured by
researchers as part of an ongoing
baseline health assessment.

has been a success in a number of places,
of the thirty Florida estuaries in which seagrass habitats are monitored, eight show
stable abundance, eleven show increases,
but seven exhibit ongoing decline. Unfortunately this decline may occur quickly if
the number of manatees continues to expand. The new animals are not migrating
to the healthy seagrass beds thereby putting great stress on the beds in the traditional areas.
The immediate problem right now is
distribution, especially in the winter. Power plants have become the manatee cold
weather habitat. They know they can migrate to these spots to avoid the natural
water temperatures in which they cannot
survive, below 68 degrees. This is a manmade problem that every naturalist sees
as incompatible with the healthy management of the species.
“We tried to just shut off the warm water discharge at one small site,” explained
Ron Mezich, Biological Administrator for
the FWC Florida Manatee Management
Program. “We had an unacceptable number of them die. To just shut off the discharge to a large colony would result in
hundreds of manatee deaths. However,
keeping the discharges going only exacerbates a growing problem that will crash
in the end.”
Despite the increased sophistication of
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management techniques, we still cannot
circumvent the long established principle that wild animals cannot be stockpiled
in excess of carrying capacity. All wildlife
species need food, cover, space and water. “We have increased the population by
the introduction of the warm water discharge from power plants and have decreased the dispersal process as a result,”
says Dr. Robert Bonde, of the USGS Wetland and Recovery Center.
The power companies, whose plants
are emitting the warm-water discharges,
are all talking about the same approach in
dealing with this pending disaster. “Manatees are an important part of the chain of
life in the ecosystem,” said Richard Gibbs,
Senior Communications Specialist for Florida Power and Light. “We are looking for
leadership from the agencies involved to
guide us to a solution. We are all in this
together and will abide by whatever they
order.”
The manatee is a 1,200-pound animal
that is a voracious eater, consuming anywhere from 4 to 9 percent of its body
weight (depending on the season) per
day. Under normal circumstances, their
foraging would not negatively impact the
seagrass beds as the regrowth would keep
up with the rate of consumption. Unfortunately, in an area where the population
exceeds the carrying capacity, not only do
the manatees eat the grass, they uproot
the plant, not allowing it to regrow. Also,
their feces create a high nutrient load that
affects water quality. To quote Bob Atkins, President of the Citizens for Florida
Waterways, with the increase in numbers
“we have engineered a distribution that
jeopardizes nature’s ability to maintain
equilibrium.”
Different government agencies and volunteers have done a wonderful job working to increase the seagrass areas in an
attempt to solve the food shortage problem. The pollution controls that have been
implemented in recent years along with
additional plantings have made big inroads in bed recovery. Unfortunately, the
manatees have been eating themselves
out of house and home in some areas.
If you have 1,000 manatees eating 50
pounds of seagrass a day, the beds have
to produce 50,000 pounds a day to keep
up. The beds in the overpopulated areas
are in distress, which is affecting all of the
other life forms that depend that grass to
survive.
There has also been a considerable effort expended in trying to open up more
natural warm springs to support manatees in the cold weather months. Over the

years these springs
have been modified, covered up,
or access to them
has been made difficult by the behavior of man. To
open more of them
would be expensive but it could
make it possible to
expand the manatee range. Unfortunately, it would not
be on a scale large
enough to handle
this ever-growing
population.
In addition, our
human population’s
need for fresh water
is lowering the aquifer levels in Florida. As a result, the
Cages placed to protect seagrass from overgrazing.
spring water flows
that the manatee
require are slowly diminishing. FurThe following figures represent seasonal counts of manatees in West
thermore, ocean
Florida (Wakulla through Everglades) and East Florida (Jacksonville
level rise will result
through the Keys). The interagency surveys are undertaken during
in more sea water
optimal periods for observing manatees congregating in warmwater
incursions that also
refuge areas around these parts of the state. Counts are made by aerial
impact available
and ground teams. The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commissprings. This prosion (FWC) is currently studying ways to include estimates of manatees
cess has been docnot seen by the surveyors—for instance, animals residing in the Florida
umented in Crystal
Panhandle or deep waters of Tampa Bay.
River, for instance,
which has become
Year
Date
East
West
Total
saltier.
1991
February 17-18
828
650
1,478
Robert Bonde
has been leading a
1996
February 18-19
1,452
1,178
2,630
nine-year effort to
2001
January 05-06
1,559
1,741
3,300
study the manatee
2006
February
13-17
1,639
1,474
3,113
at the Crystal River National Wildlife
2011
January 20 and 24
2,432
2,402
4,834
Refuge. There have
2016
February 11, 12, 13
3,292
2,958
6,250
been more than
800 wild manatee
health assessments in Florida, aided by
Where do we go from here? The state
232 manatees that have been captured,
does not have a target number for populaexamined and released at Crystal River.
tion density, but everyone involved knows
This examination includes body condition, we are close to reaching it. No one assoweight, DNA for genetic study, pregnanciated with the problem would disagree
cy test, pulse rate, eye exam, the implanthat we are headed for a disaster, but no
tation of monitoring tags, and the analysis one seems to know how to avoid it.
of blood, feces, urine, milk and skin. This
“We are in a box,” said a discouraged
information will be very helpful in deterBob Atkins. “If you turn off the discharges
mining changes over the years in mananow some will die. If you don’t turn it off
tee health. Although we now know much
the population will continue to grow and
more about the health and life cycle of
then many will die. People have to be prethese magnificent creatures, we still have
pared for the fact that there are hard times
no idea of what to do about their rapidly
ahead for the burgeoning population of
increasing numbers.
manatees.” FS
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